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Tour Across Idaho

Ride Leaders: Renee and Alan Kailer
Since there are no other rides currently scheduled during August, Renee and Alan Kailer invite you
to join them for a Tour Across Idaho, beginning approximately August 14 in Missoula, Montana, the
staging point for the ride. The ride will be unsupported and you’ll need to bring your own supplies.
For those that are interested, the Tour Across Idaho could be followed immediately by a Tour
Across Oregon.
Contact Information: akailer@aol.com
Hope you can join us!

Note from Ride Coordinators Mindy & Scott Mashburn
We need more ride leaders to lead rides! Please think about volunteering to lead one! We have
maps and information for many routes available, and can suggest routes if you need ideas. Please
contact Mindy Mashburn to lead a ride, at smashfamily@sbcglobal.net.
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Round and Round the Lake
Wednesday, July 9

Ride Hosts: Ernie & Regina Coose
Ride Report by Ernie Coose
Regina and I watched the heat forecast climb higher and higher as ride day approached. We started
to wonder if we might be riding alone. However, the brave are more numerous than we could have
guessed. Fifteen of us started in 98 degree heat: John & Nancy Griswold, Chris Merz & Norma
Martinez, David Dres & Mary Jackson, Malcolm & Linda Cole and daughter Chelsea, Greg & Barbara
Schmitz, Stuart Rogers & Keri Bloomer.
Our time spent prepping bikes and posing for the group photo was steamy, but the ride was much
more pleasant. With a little breeze and a little shade in places, it was a nice night to be out. We
rode two loops with the Northwest Highway adder, for a total of 22 miles. Only Stuart and Keri
chose to climb the hill at Northcliff, so they were super-tough. There were a surprising number of
walkers, runners, and other bikers on the trail for such a hot night. Regina and I came across a little
girl taking a rest break with her bike turned sideways across a narrow part of the trail. She did a
quick scoot out of the way when I called out. Here’s hoping she’ll be more aware now and won’t get
hurt out there.
Everyone retired to the Lake House Café after the ride. Unbeknownst to us, a runners club had the
same plan and arrived before us. Judging from the crowd and the logjam at the bar, those runners
drink like fishes! Everyone seemed to be happy with the taste of their food, although we all aged a
little waiting for it to arrive on such a busy night. We appreciated our server for being an
encyclopedia of beer and for his willingness to point us to the good ones. If you’re interested in a
discount coupon
book for White
Rock area
eating/drinking
spots, buy one
from John
Griswold the
next time you
see him.
Proceeds benefit
lake area nonprofits and
neighborhood
associations.
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News From DATES Members
From Michael Portman:

Inveterate DATES members Michael Portman & Cora Shinaberry pause in front of the High Falls in
Rochester, NY during a 400-mile ride along the Erie Canal the third week of July.
This was the 16th Annual Parks & Trails New York “Cycling the Erie Canal” bike tour. Some 485
riders from 4 countries and 17 states, including Michael & Cora from Texas!
Parks & Trails NY is pushing to “close the gap”…87 miles left out of 400 miles total…to connect the
Erie Canal towpath trails. The ride support was exceptional, the camaraderie was great, and it was
a good time of year to get out of the Texas heat! Maybe next year we can put together a group to
ride the Katy Trail in Missouri?!
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From Mary Jackson:

David Dres and I went to North
Padre and rode down to the
National Park over 4th of July.
Nice flat and scenic area with a
lovely visitor center.
Padre Island national seashore
link is
www.nps.gov/pais/index.htm

SAVE THE DATE
DATES Annual Meeting
Sunday, February 8, 2015
Mark Your Calendars!
Please save Sunday evening, February 8, 2015 for the DATES Annual Meeting and Dinner. Details to
follow in a couple months.
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4th of July Ride, Cook-Out, and Swim
Report by Harry Thompson

Four tandems and one Vespa scooter gathered at the Logans’ house on the 4th of July for their
annual patriotic extravaganza. In attendance were the Logans, Bloomers, Franks, Rusty Tether with
Sue Cantebury, and the Thompsons. Some had brought their bikes festooned with red, white and
blue, but most spent some time adorning their bikes with decorations provided by our hostess. The
results were worthy of a parade (see photos).
Our route took us through Highland Park and past many homes of the rich and famous of Dallas. It
was a slow, conversational pace with everyone enjoying the cool morning (it was the coolest 4th of
July ride in memory).
The highlight of the ride was the annual Highland Park Parade. Marching bands, politicians,
decorated bicycles, and floats were all part of the parade. We stopped our ride and watched as
candy and bubble gum were thrown from the floats. We all enjoy the parade and it has become a
traditional stop on the Logans’ 4th of July ride.
We had our usual rest stop at the McDonalds on Lover’s Lane where we fueled up on drinks. Some
chose to carbo-load on cookies.
The total ride was 30 +/- miles and by the
time we were back at the Logans’ it was
getting hot. This was okay, for it was time
for the pool party to start. We had all the
fixings for an All-American 4th. Watermelon,
hot dogs, beans, beer and various other side
dishes were on the menu.
One highlight of the afternoon was the
annual cannonball competition in the pool.
However, after the high scores of the first
performer, the other participants quietly
withdrew. The competition quickly turned
into a lazy group floundering around the pool.
Some were even seen napping either on pool
floats or under the shade trees.
Thanks to Roane and Juanita for hosting this
fun annual event. As we lazed around the
pool we were all reminded of how lucky we
all are to be Americans.
What a great
country we live in!
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The Bottle
A Short Story by Peter Holverson
North Texas in the turgid, dog days of summer. The front pack is its own kind of creature, a single
being, a swarm of worker bees with no queen identified. It breathes in its own way, a furnace
bellows that sucks and blows fiery, ferociously. A breath that has its own flavor, stale sweat and
overwhelmed deodorant, topped with a tropical note of wafted sunscreen. A breath that everyone
can hate and only a cyclist could love. The tandem was embedded in that peloton, struggling to
stay within the furnace draft, hanging tightly as the peloton weaved across the looming prairie.
The Alps has their sinuous switchback climbs, the Spring Classics have their Pavé; North Texas has
its county roads, mostly paved in some fashion by connected potholes and random right angle
bends, famously forgotten by any entity founded to be financially responsible for their
upkeep. Here we find the pack and the tandem, mid-way through a scorching August morning and
in the middle of another elbowfest rally. The Captain is steely eyed and sweat sodden, solemnly
holding his line. The Stoker taps a rhythm like a short tattoo, communicating solely through
connected pedals. The clicking melody of chains against sprockets counterpoints cicadas in every
tree and bush. The temperature raises the urgency and pitch until it is not so much heard as felt,
like a part of a racing heartbeat.
A sweeping right-hand hand turn, hemmed in by holes and bumps. The Captain spots a rider
pulling off left and slowing. Flat tire? No worries: safely out of the pack. The Captain relaxes,
drops his shoulders slightly. Then he sees it, slipping through the wheels ahead.
Most of the time there are few things more innocuous than a cycle water bottle. Most of us have
them everywhere, five in the garage, three waiting to be washed, one lost and hiding under a car
seat. But a water bottle loose in a pack is a wild, unpredictable thing. It moves under strange laws
of physics, not quite gravity or momentum or camber or wind, but always seeking danger, upset
and mayhem. The captain sees the bottle and time slows. A heart-rate of 170 becomes clear
distinct pulses he can feel through his chest and limbs. And yet there is no time and no space. No
chance to navigate, to deviate, to swerve, confined by wheels and holes and impetus. Responsibility
weighs down. Years of Stoker trust forged in the cauldrons of Texas summer sprints and tempered
in the windiest winter rides. All this can be lost in just a moment, evaporating like a drop of
perspiration on August asphalt. It is impossible not to picture the consequences of a slow gravel
slide, mirroring the motes picked from the road rash of a wrecked riding relationship. The scabs of
such a crisis of confidence peel slowly and they reveal their scars.
The bottle squirms and spins. Now it is right in his path. No time for warnings. No time for
anything but a tighter grip squeezing on the brake hoods. Another distinct heartbeat breaks loose,
stiffening his shoulders. Impact! The pressure in the bottle starts at fifteen pounds per square
inch, no match for the 120 pounds per square inch of air caged inside the tire. But this is no oneway battle: the liquid in the bottle does not compress like air, it pushes right back as pressure
spikes inside. A light, nimble bike would be tossed aside, but the heavy, less maneuverable tandem
plows ahead.
Explosion! The weakest link becomes the bottle lid. It explodes into the pack like a bottle rocket,
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followed by a pint of crimson contents. The Captain’s mental vision changes, to Hokusai’s great
wave off Kanagawa, to the toppling bucket in Carrie, to anything but a painful pedal home with torn
jerseys and torn pride. He feels a sticky trickle on his shin, looks down and grins with relief that
there will not be blood, just sugar and salt. The pulled-over cyclist shakes her head and turns to
mount her machine; no point in retrieving that bottle now, empty, crushed and flattened into
roadkill.
“What happened?” The Stoker will never truly know.
“Oh. Nothing… Hey do we still have a banana left?”
Ahead the Captain sees the road about to turn to better blacktop and clicks up a gear.
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DATES Rides and Activities
RIDE OR
ACTIVITY

DATE

START
TIME

START PLACE

HOST

PHONE # / EMAIL

DISTANCE

DETAILS

DATES Annual
Meeting

Sunday,
February 8,
2015

--

--

--

--

--

Details to follow in a couple
months.

We need more ride leaders to lead rides! Please think about volunteering to lead one! We have maps
and information for many routes available, and can suggest routes if you need ideas. Please contact
Mindy Mashburn to lead a ride, at smashfamily@sbcglobal.net.
Get the most recent information on the DATES website: http://www.doubledates.com

We NEED your notices, ride reports,
articles & PICTURES for the newsletter
If you would like to contribute something, please send
it to datesline@gmail.com by the 25th of the month
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DATES-LINE is generally published monthly by and for members of DOUBLE DATES. Information contained herein is for the general good of the tandem community and may be
copied without permission; credit to DOUBLE DATES and DATES-LINE is appreciated. All comments and contributions are welcome. We reserve the right to edit all submissions.
Generally, Monthly Issues are e-mailed by the end of the previous month. Notices and Articles must be received a week prior to the e-mailing date to be included in the next
issue. Machine-readable copy is required, preferably in MS WORD. Copy should be e-mailed to mailto:datesline@gmail.com.
Advertising Rates (per issue): $10 - Business card size ads; $35 - ¼ Page ads; $50 - ½ Page ads
DOUBLE DATES, the Dallas Area Tandem Enthusiasts, is a recreational club for riders of tandem bicycles.
Membership dues are $25 payable annually in February. If a team joins mid-year, the dues are: Jan – June $25;
August – Oct $12. Teams joining in November or December pay $25 and are paid up for the following year.
DATES is affiliated with or a member of the Tandem Club of America, the League of American Bicyclists, BikeTexas and BikeDFW.
______________________________
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Chuck and Kris Carlson
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Scott & Mindy Mashburn
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Linda & Kevin Vinson
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TREASURERS

Chuck & Janet Kirklen
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SECRETARY
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